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Keeping up with FM
Peter Gabriel, a famous English songwriter, once wrote,
“All those cars we see were once just a dream”. After a
long few months of working hard on perfecting designs,
Formula Manipal began its journey towards making this
dream of FM20 a reality. The hectic and gruelling
‘manufacturing phase’ of our timeline sees the onset of a
rather satisfying process where we witness the
fabrication of almost every part we need to assemble our
car.
Our intake manifold skinned with carbon fibre
MECHANICAL:

The chassis of the car is the load bearing framework to which components
like the engine, power-transmission system and suspension are suitably
attached to or suspended from. Our team successfully welded the entire
chassis for our combustion vehicle while work for the electric vehicle is
underway.
Meanwhile, the Composites sub-system worked on the intake manifold, the
“lungs” of the car that deliver an air/air-fuel mixture to the engine cylinders.
They completed the skinning process for the intake manifold using carbon
fibre to add a tough, durable finish to the original component.

A render of the Aerodynamic package we plan on
implementing in FM20

While largely hidden from view, devices such as the undertray
and rear diffuser are the aerodynamic features that race cars use
to generate downforce.
The undertray is not only the most aerodynamically efficient but
also the strongest contributor to the lap time. It takes advantage of
the Venturi Effect to create low pressure below the body of the
car, thereby significantly increasing the downforce on the vehicle.
Formula Manipal is adopting an aero package this year and the
undertray machining has already begun. The Aerodynamics team
has also manufactured air foils with prepregs for the first time.

The design of the steering wheel of FM20 is one of
the aspects our Transmission sub-system has
worked on over the past months.
Keeping ergonomic optimisation in mind, the limit
switch and paddle switch have been mounted on the
steering wheel for the first time.
Implementing electro-pneumatic clutching and gear
shifting through paddle shifters has made upshifting
and downshifting far easier.
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Welding of the chassis

A render of our refined steering wheel design
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ELECTRONICS:

Data acquisition (DAQ) is the digitizing of physical data so
that it can be displayed, analysed, and stored for various
uses.
Our Electronics sub-system is using a myRIO controller to
receive data from the STM32 microcontrollers and ECU,
transmit safety critical data via telemetry and calculate lap
time.
They also managed to interface a real-time display to
showcase the vehicle's status.

Testing of the DAQ system

Real-time display for showing the vehicle's status

The Controls and E-Powertrain sub-systems successfully
implemented the algorithm for balancing battery cells, thus
increasing their life and efficiency.
They also worked on the wiring harness, an organized set of wires,
terminals and connectors that runs throughout the entire vehicle
and relays information and electric power, thereby playing a critical
role in “connecting” a variety of components.
The design of such a wiring harness for our car was completed and
finalised.

DRIVERLESS:

Formula Manipal Driverless (FMD) is a relatively new
addition 100
to the Formula
Manipal
family.
a year of its
Things
to Do
atWithin
ACHS
conception,
FMD
has
set
the
groundwork
for
the
trend that
by Margaret Brown
is taking the world by storm - autonomous systems.
With the aim to design and build an autonomous formula
style car, FMD has committed to keeping up with the
changing times by being one of the few Indian teams to
integrate an autonomous system with Formula Student.

Autonomous decision making for lane changing based
on obstacle detection
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Object detection using YOLO algorithm

The learning curve of the team has been steep but we
have successfully implemented algorithms to detect
cones, map environments, find relative positions and
run simulations using different kinds of controllers.
FMD is currently working on building a prototype
autonomous car, with the goal of participating in
international competitions like Formula Student
Germany.
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